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Equidistribution in Number Theory, An IntroductionSpringer, 2007


	From July 11th to July 22nd, 2005, a NATO advanced study institute, as part

	of the series “S´eminaire de math´ematiques sup´erieures”, was held at the Universit

	´e de Montr´eal, on the subject Equidistribution in the theory of numbers.

	There were about one hundred participants from sixteen...
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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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Probability and Schrodinger's MechanicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	The presentation and interpretation of (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics is a very well-worked area of study; there have to be very good reasons for adding to the literature on this subject.

	

	My reasons are (obviously) that I am far from satisfied with much of the published work and find difficulties with some points, in...
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Contact Mechanics and Friction: Physical Principles and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This application-oriented book introduces the associations between contact mechanics and friction and with it offers a deeper understanding of tribology. It deals with the associated phenomena of contact, adhesion, capillary forces, friction, lubrication, and wear from one consistent viewpoint. The author goes into (1) methods of rough...
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Word Sense Disambiguation: Algorithms and Applications (Text, Speech and Language Technology)Springer, 2006

	Word sense disambiguation is a core research problem in computational
	linguistics, which was recognized at the beginning of the scientific interest
	in machine translation and artificial intelligence. And yet no book has been
	fully devoted to review the wide variety of approaches to solving the problem.
	The time is right for such a...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Mobile App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is used to build scalable web applications with the help of design patterns and .NET Framework. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a design principle which separates the components of a web application. This separation helps you to modify, develop, and test different components of a web application.

...
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Magento Mobile How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create and configure your own Magento Mobile application and publish it for the Android and iOS platforms


	Overview

	
		Style and theme your Magento Mobile Application interface
	
		Configure Product categories and add static content for mobile
	
		Prepare and publish your Magento mobile...
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Stochastic Coalgebraic Logic (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2009

	Coalgebraic logic is an important research topic in the areas of concurrency theory, semantics, transition systems and modal logics. It provides a general approach to modeling systems, allowing us to apply important results from coalgebras, universal algebra and category theory in novel ways. Stochastic systems provide important tools for...
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The Polar Bear Expedition: The Heroes of America's Forgotten Invasion of Russia, 1918-1919William Morrow, 2019

	
		In the brutally cold winter of 1919, 5,000 Americans battled the Red Army 600 miles north of Moscow. We have forgotten. Russia has not.

	
		"AN EXCELLENT BOOK." —Wall Street Journal • "INCREDIBLE." — John U. Bacon •...
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Computational Approaches to Biochemical Reactivity (Understanding Chemical Reactivity)Springer, 1997
This book summarises recent results in the rapidly developing discipline of the computational aspects of biochemical reactivity. It presents a comprehensive and critical treatise on the subject, with numerous references covering practically all relevant and recent work. The chapters, written by eminent experts in the field, deal with quantum...
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Mobile and Wireless CommunicationsOpen University Press, 2006
One of the very first books published on the social impact of the mobile phone was Timo Kopomaa’s The City in Your Pocket: Birth of the Mobile Information Society. The book, published in 2000, was based on research that Kopomaa had undertaken for Nokia and Sonera as part of his doctoral studies in the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at...
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Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New Nature of Business PracticesIGI Global, 2008
At one time, the office was a physical place, and employees congregated in the same location to work together on projects. The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, however, not only made the unthinkable possible, it forever changed the way persons view both the office and work. The Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New...
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